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ABSTRACT:

ln this paper we introduce a new class of sets namely y"-closed
sets which is the stronger form of ry-closed sets. We study some relation
between y*-closed sets and g-closed set, g*-closed set, ry-closed set,

sg-closed set, gs-closed set, cr,-closed set, gcc-closed set, cr,g-closed set

and preclosed set.

1. lntroduction

N Levine introduced semi open sets [5]and generalized closed (briefly

g-closed) sets [6] in topological spaces. S.P. Arya and T. Nour [1]defined
the notion of generalized semi closed sets. Bhattacharya and Lahiri [2]

introduced and studied semi generalized closed sets. Veerakumar [12]

introduced a new class of sets namely,y-closed sets. ln this paper we

introduce a new class of sets called iy*-closed sets and study some of their

properties.

As an application of y*-closed sets we have introduced three new

spaces namely Tqr-space, Ty*-space and Ty*"-space. Devi etal [4] and

Levine[6] introduced To, To-spaces and T,,r, semi T,,r-spaces respectively.

Some relations between newly introduced spaces and the existing spaces

like To, semi T.,,r, Tn, and T"n-spaces are investigated.
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Thraughout this paperX, Y and Z denote topological spaces on which

no separation axioms are assurned unless otherwise explicitly stated.

2. Preliminaries

Here we recall the following known definitons.

Definition 2.1

A subset A of a topological space (X, r) is called :

a) Semi open [5] if A c Cl (int(A)) and serni closed if int (Cl(A))cA

b) Generalized ciosed (briefly g-closed) [6] :f

Cl (A)C U wheneverA C U and U is open in X"

C) Semi generalised closed (briefly:rg-closed) [2] if
scl (A)C U whenever A C U and U is semi open in X.

d) Generalized semi closed (briefly gs-closed) [1] if
scl (A)cU whenever ACu and U is open in X.

e) a-Open [g] if AC int (cl (int (A))) and u-ciosed

if cl (int (cl (A)))c A.

D y - Closed [11] if scl (A)CU whenver ACU and U is sg-open in X.

Definition 2.2 :

A function f: (X,t) -(Yo) is said to be

(1) Semi continuous [5] if f-1 M is semi-open in (X,t) for every open set V of
(Y,o).

(2) Sg-continuous [10] if f-' M is sg-closed in (X,t) for every closed set V of
ffo).

(3) lrresolute [3i if f-t (\i) is semi-open in (X,t) for every semi-open set V of
Cr,a).

(4) Sg-irresolute [10] if f-1 (V) is sg-closed in (X,r) for every sg-ctosed set V of
CY,o).

Definatlon 2.3:

A Topological space (X,t) is said to be

(a) a T,,, space [6] if every g closed set in it is closed.

(b) a semi T,,, space [2] if every sg-closed set in it is semi closed.

(c) a Tospace [4] if every gs-closed set in it is closed.
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(d) a Td. space [4] if every gs-closed set in it is g-closed.

(e) a Tr", -space [10] if every gs-closed set of (X,t) is - ry closed.

(0 s T"o" space [10] of every sg-closed set of (X,t) is - y closed.

3.Basle properties of - V closed sets

We intrroduce the following definitions.

Definition 3.01:

A subset A of {X,t) is called a ,.y-- closed set if sci (A) q lnt (U) whenever

AqU and U is sg-open.

Definition 3"02:

A subset A of (X,t) is calied a ,y '- closed set if scl (A) c tnt (cl (U)),

wheneverAeU, U is sg-open.

Theroem 3.03

Every rii - closed set is i1r- closed.

Proof :

Let A c U and U is sg-open. Since A is ,.1.,"- closed, Scl (A) c lnt (U). This

implies Scl (A)e U. Therefore, A is r1r- closed.

Remarks: 3.04
The converse of the above theorem need not be true by the following

example.

Example:3.05

Let X = {a,b,c,} and t = {X,$,{a}, {c}, {a,c}}. In this topological space the

set {b} is y- closed but not ry"- closed.

Theorem : 3.06

Every,.y.- closed set is iy..- closed^

Froof :

Let A c U and U is sg open. Since A is'4r'- closed, Scl (A) s lnt (U). This

implies Scl (,A) c lnt (Cl (U)). Therefore A is \r.- closed.

Remark:3.07

The converse of the above theorem need not be true. lt is seen by the

following exarnple.
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Example: 3.08

Let X={a,b,c,} and t =iX,g,ib},{a,c,}}. Let A = {a}. Then A is V..- closed
but it is not V'- closed.

Theorem 3.09

Every ry. - closed set is sg-closed and also gs-closed.

Froof :

Let A be any \l - closed set in (X,t). By thei:rem 3.03, A is ry, closed. By
iheorem 3.03 (ii) l12l A is sg-closed, and thus semi-preclosed and also gs-

closed. Therefore, every,+/-- closed set is sg-closed, semi-preclosed and gs-

closed.

Remarks : 3.10

The converse of the above theorem need not be true. lt is seen by the
following example.

Example:3.1f

Let X = {a,b,c,} and t = ix,0,tb} {b,c}i. tn this topological space the set {a}
is sg-closed but not ,y.- closed.

Result: 3.12

ry" - closedness and g-closedness are independent notions. lt can be seen
by the following example.

Example:3.13.

ln example 3.11 let A = {ai and B = {c}. Then A is g-closed howeverA is
not iy" - closed and B is v- - closed however B is not g-closed. Hence ry. -

closedness and g-closedness are independent.

Remark : 3.14

The union of two ,y._ closed sets need not be ry._ closed. lt is seen by the
following example.

Example:3. 15

Let X={a,b,c,} and t={X,d,{a},{b}, {a,b}}. Let A={a} and B={b}. Then A and
B are,.y.- closed sets but their union A t_.1 B = ia,bi is not ry.- closed.
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Theorern : 3:16

lf a subset A is ry. - closed in (X,t) then scl(A)/A does not contain a

nonempty sg-clsoed set.

Proof :

Suppose that A is ql - closed and let F be a non-empty sg-closed set

such that F c Scl (A)/A. Then F q scl (A) and A c)UF. Since )UF is sg-open and

A is y.- closed, Scl (A) c lnt ()UF) c )UF. Thus we have Fc Xscl (A). This is a

contradiction. Hence F = 0.

Remark : 3.17

The converse of the above theorem need not be true. lt is seen by the

following example.

Example:3.18
Let X = {a,b,c,d} and t = {X,Q,{a,b}, {a,b,d,}}. For a subsei {c}, scl (c})/tc}

does not contain non-empty sg-closed set. However{c} is not y.- closed in (x,t).

Definition : 3.19 [11]

A subsets A of (X,t) is called ga closed if cl(A) c U, whenever A c U and

U is g-open in (x,t).

Remark: 3.20

gi closedness and ry- - closedness are independent notions. lt can be

seen by the following example.

Example:3.21

Let X = {a,b,c} and t = {X,$,{c},{b,c}}. Let A = {a} and g ={b}. Then A is g'-

closed however A is not ry- - closed and B is y. - closed however B is not g.-

closed.

Remank: 3.22

Every gs-closed set need not be V.- closed. lt is seen by the following

example.

Example: 3:23

Let X = {a,b,c,} and t = {X,(l,ia}, {a,b}}. ln this topolgoical space the set

{a,c} is gs-closed but not '4r. - closed.
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Remark: 3.24

qr.closednessandct.closerJnessareindependentnotions.ltcanbe

seen by the following examPle"

ExamPle:3.25

Let X = {a,b,c,} and t = {X,,},ibi,tc},{b,c}}' Let A = {b} and B = ia'c}' Then

A is r1r - closed but not ({ - closed and B is rx - closed but not ry- - closed'

Remark: 3"26

The foliowing two examples show that qr' closedness is independent

from gcr,-closedness, ag-closedness and pre clos*dness'

Exampie: 3.27

ln exampie 3.'15 ihe set {a} is ry'- closed but it is neither-a gu,-closed set

nor an ag-closed set. Also {a} is not a pre closed set'

Example : 3.28

LetX= ia,b,c)andT = {X,$'{a},{b,c}i. l-et B = {b}' Then I isaga-closed

sei and hence it is an ttg-closed set. Moreover B is also a pre closed set of (x,t)"

But B is not a iy'- closed set.

Remarks : 3.29

ry--closednessandsemi-closednessareindepenentnotions.ltcanbe

seen by the following two exarnples.

ExamPle: 3"30

Let X = {a,b,c,} and t = (X,,b, {a}, {a,c}}" ln this topological space the set

{b} is semi-closed but not ry.- closed.

Exanrple : 3:31

Let X = {a,b,c} arld t = {X,$,{a,bii ln this topological space the set {a'c} is

iy- - closed but not semi-closed.

Remark 3:32

Closednessandry--closednessareindependentnotions.ltcanbeseen

by the following examPIe.

Example: 3'33

lnexample3'30letA={b}andB={c}.ThenAisclosedbutnoty-.
closed and B is ry- - closed but not closed'

_.+-id
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Rernark: 3.34

qr - Closedness and ry-. - closedness are independent notions. lt can be

seen bythe following example.

Erample 3.35

ln example 3.15 let A = {c} and B = {a,b}. Then A is ,y- closed but not ry..

- dosed and B is '4r-.- closed but not,y- closed.

Proposition : 3.36

Let (X,t) be an extremely disconnected topologicalspace. Then the union

of two l1f- Closed sets is ry.- closed.

Proof :

LetAur B cU, where U issg-open. ThenA c U and B cU. Then scl (A) c
lri (t ), sd (B) c lnt (U). Therefore, scl (AuB)=scl (A) ur scl(B)E lnt (U)u lnt (U)s

tnt(t ). This implies scl(Au,B)s lnt (U). Hence the union of two r.y.- closed sets is

Yr-dosed.
Proposition : 3.37

lf A is y"- closed in (X,'u) and Ac B c scl (A), then B is ry.- closed in (X,'r).

Proof:
Let B c U and suppose that U is sg-open. Then scl (A)ctnt (U) and Scl

(B) =sA (A). Therefore, we have scl (B) c tnt (U). Hence B is a ry.- closed set.

llcfitition 3.38

Let BcYcX. A subset B of Y said to be V.- closed relative to Y if B is 'y.-
Clced in the subspace (Y,tfY).

Theorem 3.39

Let BcYc X.(i) lf B is 'q. 
- closed relative to Y and Y is opeh and ry. -

dm€d in (X,r) then B is ry'- closed in (X,t).

(D lf B is qr- closed in (X,t) and Y is open in (X,r) then B is v.- closed relative to Y.

Proof

(i) Let U be an sg-open set of (X,t) such that B c U. Since B is ry.- closed

reldivetoY (trY)"cl(B) c (r^O lnt (U ^r. We know if Y isopen in (X,t)then (t/

Y)'=t'/Y. Therefore we have.r"-cl (B)nY= (t"lY) ct (ts) = (t/Y)"cl (B) c 161 19

^Y)-'Y.Then lnt (U .''Y) v {X-1a"- cl(B))} is sg-open in (X,t) and it contains Y.

Sfrrce Y b \r- clced in (X,'u), d- cl (B) c T "- cl CCI c Int{ln(UnY)w {X-(ts-cl(B)}l

=Inf$.IF0(-(x'- cl(B)).Therefore, scl (B) c Int (U). Henee B is 'yt- closed in (X,t).
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(ii) Let B c U and suppose that U €(r/Y)". We know if Y is open in (X,t) then

(rryu= (r"N/). Therefore, U e t"/Y. Hence there exist a sg-open set V of (X,t)

such that U=V n Y. Then ta cl (B) c: Y B c V andT "- cl (B) c tnt (V). Therefore,

we have (r/y)"- cl(B) = t"- cl (B) n Y c lnt (\l) n Y = (r/Y) lnt (u). Hence B is r1r

- closed relative to Y.

Renrark: 3.40

From the above theorems and rssults we l"iave the following diagram.

4. YT- CONTINUOUS, YT - IRRESOLUTE FUNCTIONS AND GROI,JPS

We introduce the following definitions.

Definition 4.01 :

(i) A map f : (X,t) * Cr',o) is said to be V* - continuous if fcr every closed

set B of (Y,o), fr(B) is Y-- closed in (X,t).

(ii) .a' - Open if the image f(U) is Y'- open in (Yo) for every open set U of

0(,r).
(iit) q/'- closed if the image f(F) is Y- closed in (Y,o) for every closed set

F of (X,t).

(iv) Y"- lrresolute if the inverse image t1 (B) is Y"-closed in (X,t) for every
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Y:closed set B of Y.

(v) Y'-Homeomorphism if f is a bijective, Y--continuous function and f -1 is

Y'-continuous"

(vi) Y'C-homeomorphism if f is a bijective Y/--irresolute function and f -1

is Y'-irresolute.

Theorem 4.02:

lf f is Y"-continuous, then f is Y-continuous

Froof :

Let f.(X,r)--+(Y,o) be a'P"-continuous map. Let V be a closed set of (Y,a).

Since f is'{'"-coniinuous, f '1 (V) is a Y'-closed set in (X,"r). Bilt every Y--closed

set is Y-closed (by theorem 3.03). So f-1 (V) is a Y-closed set of (X,t). Hence f
is a Y-continuous map.

Remark 4.03 :

The ccnverse of the above theorem need not be true as can be seen

from the following example.

Example 4.04:

1s1 X ={a, b, c}, a = {X,e, {bi, {b, c}i, Y = {p,q, ri o={Y,Q, {q, r}}. Let f : fX,r)--+

(Y,o ) be a map defiend by f(a) = p,f(b) = q,f(c) = r, Then f is Y-continuous but

not Y" continucus.

Remark 4.05 :

Pasting Lemmas for some "generalized maps" were investigated in [7],

[8]. Here we prove an analogous result in the case of Y'-closed sets in exteremely

disconnected space (X,t).

Lemma 4.06 :

Suppose that subsets A and B of (X,t) are both open and Y"-closed in

extremely disconnecled space (X,r). Lei f: (A,t/A) (/,o) and h: (B,t/B)--+ff,o)

be compatible mappings. lf f and g are Y'--continuous then its combination fV h:

(X,t)-+(l,o) is also Y'"-continuous.

Proof :

Let F be a closed subset of ff,o) By definition (fV h)-' (F) = f -' (F)u h 1

(F). By assumptions f -1 (F) is Y'-closed in (A,r/A) and h'1 (F) is Y--closed in (B,t/

B) By theorenr3.3s (i) and by assumption that f -1 (F) and h-' (F) are Y--closed
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in (X,r) and using proposition 3.36, we have that its union 1-t 1F)u 6"t 1fl is Y--

closed in (X,t) for extremely disconnected spaces. Hence fVh is Y'-continuous.

Theorem 4.07 :

Let f:(X,t)*(Yo) be a bijection. Then the following conditions are

equivalent.

(a) f is Y'-open and Y"-continuous.

(b) f is'I'--homeomorphism.

(c) f is'I'"-closed and Y'-continuous.

Proof: (a):+(b)

Given ihat f is a bijection. Let f be a Y--open and Y--continuous map

and G an open set in (X,r). Since f is Y"-open f (G) is Y'-open in (Y,o) That is

( f -1I1 (G) = f(G) is Y/"-open in (Y,o). Thus f -1 is Y--continuous. Then by definition

f is Y'-homeomorphism.

(b)=*(a)

Let f be a Y'-homeomorphism and f -1 
= g then g -1 f. Since f is bijective, g is also

objective. lf G is an open set in (X,t), then g -1 (G) is Y"-open in ff,o). (Since g is

Y'-continuor:s). That is f (G) is Y'-open in f/,o). Therefore f is Y--open and Y--

continuous.

Therefore (b)=(a)

Hence (a)<=+(b)"

(b)-:+(c)

Assume that f is a Y--homeomorphism. Let B be a closed set in (X,t).

Then X-B is open. Since f -1= g is Y:continuous, g -t 1X-B) is Y--open.

That is O-' (X-B;=y- d el is Y"-open. Thus g-1 (B) is Y'-closed. That is f (B) is

Y--closed Hence f is a Y'-closed map.

(c):+(b)

lf f is Y--closed and Y" -continuous then we have to prove f -1 is also Y--continuous.

Let G be an open set in (X,t), then X-G is closed. Since f is Y'-closed, f (X-G) is

Y"-closed in (Yo). That is n -t 1X-G) = f-g-1(G) is Y--closed. This implies

that g| (G) is Y--open. Thus the inverse image under g of every open set is Y/-

open" That is g = ;-t is Y'- continuous. Thus f is Y"-homeomorphism.

Thus (c)-(b). Hence (b)c+(c).
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Lemma 4.08 :

Let f: (X,t)- (Y,o ) be a function.

(i) lf f: X -+ Y is bijection, pre-semi-open and sg-continuous then f is

sg-irresolute.

(iD lf f:X*Yis bijection and f is a homeomorphismthen f -land f are

Y^- irresolute.

Proof :

(i)LetAbesg.closedsetin(/,o).Toprovef-,(A)issg.closedin|Xt)
Letfl(A)cO,Oissemi-openinX.ThisimpliesAcf(O) "' "" (1)

Butf(o)issemi-openinY.Thereforef(o)issemi-openandAissg.
closed.

(1) lmplied by definition of sg-closed sets, scl (A) c f (O)'

This imPlies f -1 (scl (A)) c O

Since F is sg-continuous, f -1 (scl (A)) is sg-closed in X'

Therefore scl(f -1 (scl (A)) c O ..........'..... ...."" (2)'

But scl (f -' (A))c scl f -1(scl(A)) ...... ........ .. (3)

(2) & (3) - scl 6-t (A) c o.

Therefore 1-r (A) is sg-closed in (X,t). Therefore f is sg-irresolute

(ii) To prove f -1 is Y. irresolute. Let A be a \P. closed set of (X,t)' To shct'

(f -1)-1 (A) = f(A) is Y. closed in (y,o). Lei U be a sg-open set such that f (A) : -
Then A = f -1 (f(A))c f -' (U) and by (i) f -1 (U) is sg-open. Since A is Y' Closed

scl (A) c lnt (f -1(U)). since f is homeomorphism and bijection, f (scl (A)) = scl (f (A I

we have f (scl (A)) c f (lnt(f1(U)). Therefore scl (f(A) q lnt (u). Therefore f(A) rs

Y- closed. Thus we have showed that f1 is Y- irresolute' Since f I is als:

homemorphism, by the above proof (f -1) 1 = f is Y. irresolute'

Theorem 4.09:

(i)Letf:(X,t)*(/,o)andg:(Y,o)*(z,n)betwofunctionsbetween
topological spaces. lf f and g are Y. C-homeomorphism, then theii-

composition g o f : (X,t)'-+(2,1) is a Y. C-homeomorphism'

(ii)lff:(X,t)*(Y,o)isahomeomorphismthenfisaY.C.homeomorphism

Proof :

(i) let V be a open sel in {2,r7 ). Then it is Y.-open in (2, 11 ) '

consider (g of)', (u = f, (g-, (v)) = f1 (U), where u = g-, M. As g isi'
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C-homeornor^phism,gisY.-irresolute.Thereforeg-'MisY'-openln(Y'o)'Now

f is Y-C-homeomorphisrn, f is Y-- irresolute, then f -l (i..1) is Y-.open in (X,t). That

is(gof).1(V)isY-.openin(X,t}.HencegcfisY-irresolute.l-etAbeanopen
set in (X,"r) then it is also Y. open in (X,t). Consider (g o f ) (A) = g (B) where

B = f (A). As f is Y. c-homeomorphism, f"l is Y. irresolute. Therefcre f(A) is Y.

openin(Y,o).l,lowgisYrC.horneornorphism,0.,isY--irreso|ute,thenwehave
g(B)isY.open.Thatis(gof)(A)isY.open'Thus(gof)-'isY.irresolute'
Hence gtf is Y- C-homecmr:rPhisrn'

(ii) By lemma 4.08 (ii), (ii) obtained'

tletlniticn 4.10 :

For a topologlcal space (X,t), we define the following functions'

ii) Y" Ch (X,t) = {f/f : {X,z) -' (X,t) is a Y. C-homeomorphism'

(ii) 'i,- h (X,r) = {f/f : (X,t) * (X,t) is a Y. C-homeomorphism'

We recallh (X,ti = {f/f : (X,t) * (X,z) is a homeomorphism}'

"Sheorem 4.1'! :

(a)ThesetY-Ch(X,t)formsthegroupunclercornpositionofmaps'

(b) The set h (X,t) is a subgroup of Y'Ch (X't)'

Pr*cf :

{ai (i) Operation is closed by the theorem 4'09 (i)

(ii) since composition of mapping satisfies the associativity, associativity

holds.

(iii) $ince the identity is Y. c-horneornorphlsm, it is an identity element of

*'. Ch (X,t).

ilv) As ihe element in Y,- Ch (X,t} ar.e bijection 11 exists in .11- Ch (X,t).

i-lence Y" Ch (X,r) fofirs the grou* unr1er the cornp$sition cf mappings'

tlli ii l:,; r-,i;tained by using theorem 4'Oet 0ii'
"i"her:t,arn 4,{ 3 : lf there exists a .1" C.homeomorphism b*tween iX,,r) and (Y,o)

ihen thei-e r;{:ists a group isomorphisrn : Y" Ch (X,t) 
= 

Y. Ch f''-.')'

Fr*ef :

Lr:ii,{X,'r)-,(Y,o)beaY.C-homeomorphism'ForaneierrentaeY'Ch

tX,r:. !.-et f*(ft) = f o a of -1. Then by theorern 4"0s (i), f*(aie Y.Ch (Y'o)' Thus

f* is a isriurled group isomorphism.
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Remarks 4.'!3 :

The converse of the above theorem need not be true as can be seen

from the following exarnple.

Example 4.14 :

Let (X,t) be a topological space where X = {a,b,c} and'r = tx,q,{a}, {a,b}}.

Y. closed set of (X"'r) = {X,q,{b},ib,c}}. Let h. : (X,t) -+ (X,t) be a function such

ttrat h,(a)=a, h.(b)=c and h" (c)=b. Let f/,o) be a topological space where Y={a,b,c}

and o = {Yq,{a,bii Y. closed set of (/,o) = iY<p,{ci, {a,c}, {b,c}i" l-et f : (X.t} *
(Y,o) he a bijection definerl by f(a) = c, f(b)=a and f(c) = b. Then f is not a Y. C-

homeomorphism. lndeed, for a Y. closed set ici, f -' ({c}) ={a} is not Y.-closed.

It is proved that Y. Ch (X,t) = il,h") and Y. Ch Cf,o) = {1,h"} where h.: ff,o) -
(Y,<r) is bijection defined by h"(a) = b, h"(b) = a, h"(c) = c. Since f*(1) = I qn6

f*(h") = f o h"o f -' = h". Therefore f* is an isomorphism.

$. Applications of Yr closed sets

As applications of Y- closed sets three new spaces namely T* space T*.

spacri and T*--space are introduced.

fjefinitien : 5.01

A sulrsei A of (X,t) is called a Y. closed set if scl (A) c tnt (U) whenever

,4, e U and i*l is sg-open.

fiefinition : 5"02

A space (X,r) is called a T* space if every Y closed set is 'Y" clo-qed.

Defii:iti*in ; 5.03

A space (X,'r) is cailed T*" space if every sg-closed set is'Y" closed.

ilefiniti*n : ,5"&4

p, sfjace (X,'r) is called a T*'" space every gs-closed set is'I/- closed.

*cfiniti*rt: $.S$

: ,,;iy T" inace is a T.o- space.

Fncofl:

i-et (X"t) t e a To'space and A be a sg-closed set of (X,'r). $ince (X,t) is

:;"f,,," space, A is V'closed. But every Y'closed set is Yclosed.[By iheorem

3.02lTiier*fcre A is Y'closed. Thus (X,r) is a T.r'space.
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